
Country & Eastern – Your favourite provider of Al Dente Music. 

On september 9 we are happy to release three albums in three genres: modern jazz with Berger 
Knutsson Spering Schultz, text- and folk music based improvisation with Thomas Tidholm and 
Jonas Knutsson plus a historic live Dhrupad recording on rudra veena and pakhawaj from 1969 
when Ustad Zia Mohiuddin Dagar and Pandit Taranath visited Stockholm.

BERGER KNUTSSON SPERING SCHULTZ 
BLUE BLUE (CE34 CD & DIGITAL)
After 19 years as a trio, Berger Knutsson Spering found a fourth member 
and its Max Schultz. Here is our first album as a quartet! Drummer Bengt Berger, 
saxophonist Jonas Knutsson and bass player Christian Spering formed the Berger 
Knutsson Spering trio in 1996. After all these years we have now asked our favorite 
guitarist Max Schultz to join the group to make it a quartet for the next 19 years. 

So in two days in May 2015 we recorded 12 pieces composed by all the members 
of the quartet, and, with the wonderful atmosphere within the band and in the 
studio, they are all first takes.

  Release concerts: 10/9 – Jazz i Umeå, 11/9 – Pygméteatern, Stockholm, 
12/9 – HiJazz, Uppsala. On September 30, the trio will take off for India to play 
concerts in Mangalore, Shirali and Panjim.

THOMAS TIDHOLM & JONAS KNUTSSON  
ORSA BY NIGHT (CE35 CD & DIGITAL)
Five years after meeting, author/musician Thomas Tidholm and composer/
saxophonist Jonas Knutsson has made traditional music from the old village of 
Orsa in Sweden grow to embrace the world.

”We met at a course teaching the playing of folk tunes on wind instruments. 
Jonas taught, Thomas was an enthusiastic participant. Our contact developed, 
and in 2007 we made a CD with poetry and horns called Himlen Har Inga Hål 
(Heaven Has No Holes). From there our common musical journey continued, 
now in a little room on Brännkyrkagatan in Stockholm. We never left Orsa, but 
the world became a little bigger every time. We started recording. We met on and 
off for five years. This turned into a CD – Orsa by Night. But it’s not over.” 
– Thomas Tidholm (abridged)

ZIA MOHIUDDIN DAGAR & PANDITH TARANATH  
LIVE IN STOCKHOLM 1969 (CE36 CD & DIGITAL)
Raag Chandrakauns in a Dhrupad recording from a private concert in 
Stockholm 1969 with two of the real giants of Hindustani music, Ustad Zia 
Mohiuddin Dagar on rudra veena (been) and Pandit Taranath on pakhawaj.

“In the spring of 1969 Ustad Zia Mohiuddin Dagar and Pandit Taranath Rama 
Rao were returning from their first teaching trip to U.S. Since I was learning 
from Taranathji and had stayed in the same house as Dagarsaheb in Chembur 
I invited them to stop by in Stockholm and managed to secure a few playing 
occasions for Swedish Radio and TV as well as a couple of concerts. One of them 
was a private concert in the atelier of the late Swedish painter Axel Törneman. 
The sound is quite good and the music is of course wonderful so, we are happy to 
offer you their Raag Chandrakauns from this evening.” – Bengt Berger

More info at www.countryandeastern.se 
Contact: info@countryandeastern.se
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